Parents and staff at Shoalhaven High School wish to work together to ensure a positive school culture. As part of this they want the new school uniform to be worn appropriately. Students in Years 7 and 11 are required to wear the new uniform. Students in other years may still wear the previous uniform until a new uniform is required to be purchased. Students **may not** wear a combination of both uniforms.

The new uniform includes long navy pants for both boys and girls which can be worn in winter to keep students warm. Navy track suit pants, sports shorts and sports polo's are only to be worn on Tuesdays (Sports Day). The sport uniform is also to be worn during PE lessons. Students who have PE on another day during the week are to bring their PE uniform in their bag (as with other subjects and their equipment) and change for PE.

We are aware that many students who have achieved representative status have purchased representative jackets/jumpers. These representative jackets/jumpers are generally not school colours. Therefore, the decision by the P&C and the school is to celebrate the achievements of the representative students and that these jackets/jumpers can only be worn on Tuesday (Sports Day). **Hooded jackets/jumpers are not part of the school uniform.**

The school, as of Week 5, will be regularly checking correct uniform is being worn and students who continue to attend school not wearing the correct uniform will be placed on detention. Parents/carers who are experiencing financial difficulties with acquiring the uniform are encouraged to contact the school to discuss the issue so that we are able to assist in the uniform change-over process.

We have had overwhelming support from students, staff, parents and the community for our new uniform and we sincerely hope that you will support the school in ensuring the students always attend school in the correct attire.

**Junior Uniform Combinations**

Pictured:
Dress, Ice/Navy Blouse & Long Navy Pants, Jade/Navy Polo & Navy Shorts

PE Uniform:
White/Jade/Navy Polo Shirt with Crest and Navy/Jade PE Short
Also available:
Navy Jumper with Logo, Tartan Pleated Skirt

**Senior Uniform Combinations**

Pictured:
White/Navy Polo Shirt & Navy Shorts, Dress, White/Jade Blouse with Crest and Tartan Pleated Skirt

PE Uniform:
White/Jade/Navy Polo Shirt with Crest and Navy/Jade PE Short
Also available:
White male button up shirt
Navy Jumper with Logo
Navy Long Pants